In this paper, we consider the polymodal version of Lambek calculus with subexponential modalities initially introduced by Kanovich, Kuznetsov, Nigam, and Scedrov [11] and its quantale semantics. In our approach, subexponential modalities have an interpretation in terms of quantic conuclei. We show that this extension of Lambek calculus is complete w.r.t quantales with quantic conuclei. Also, we prove a representation theorem for quantales with quantic conuclei and show that Lambek calculus with subexponentials is relationally complete. Finally, we extend this representation theorem to the category of quantales with quantic conuclei.
Introduction
Categorial grammars were initially introduced by Ajdukiewicz and Bar-Hillel [1] [2] . In the 1950s, Lambek proposed the way of proof-theoretical consideration of such grammars [13] . In this approach, language is logic and parsing is derivation via inference rules. Let us consider a quite simple example. Suppose one needs to parse this quote from the poem by Oscar Wilde called "Impression du Matin" [19] :
The Thames nocture of blue and gold Changed to Harmony in grey
The first is to assign the corresponding syntactic categories to the words as follows:
The Here the basic reduction rules are:
Note that Lambek calculus with additives is incomplete w.r.t L-models. Here, there are four distributivity inclusions. They are all true in each L-model, just because these properties hold for language intersection and union as for usual Boolean operations on sets. On the other hand, only two of them are provable:
One may read about the other approaches to the interpretation of Lambek calculus with additives (sometimes it's called full Lambek calculus) here [20] and here [6] .
In this paper, we introduce quantales in order to explain the semantics of Lambek calculus with additives and its modal extensions. A quantale is a generalisation of locales and some well-known structures from functional analysis, such as C˚algebras. The initial idea to consider quantales within linear logic belongs to David Yetter [21] .
Brown and Gurr proved that Lambek calculus with additives is sound and strongly complete w.r.t quantales [4] . Moreover, there is a representation theorem which claims that any quantale is isomorphic to relational quantale on its underlying set [3] . We discuss what relational quantale is later.
Subexponential modalities
One may extend full Lambek calculus via so-called (sub)exponential modalities and this extension might be motivated linguistically [14] [10]. Let us consider the following phrase in order to explain subexponential modalities use.
The young lady whom Childe Harold met before his pilgrimage
There is "the young lady" in the middle of this phrase. We are incapable of processing such cases in the core Lambek calculus. That is, there is no ability to extract from the middle. "Met" is a phrasal verb. Whom did Childe Halord meet? He met the young lady.
For this purpose, we introduce the exponential modality with exchange rule. The left one rule is a dereliction, which is similar to the left introduction in modal logic T .
The another one phrase is related to so-called parasitic extraction:
The letter that Young Werther sent to Charlotte without reading
In addition to medial extraction, we used "the letter" twice in this phrase. Thus, one needs to multiply our linguistical resources in a restricted way.
The letter that i Young Werther sent e i to Charlotte without reading e i Subexponential modality with non-local contraction allows one to do such operations:
Note that, the usual form of contraction yields the cut inadmissibility in contrast to the non-local contraction that generalises the contraction rule [12] .
It is useful to have many modalities and distinguish them in accordance with their abilities. In other words, we are going to consider the polymodal case. Let us introduce a subexponential signature, which is a preorder with upwardly closed subsets, where W denotes weakening, and so on. Note that, a subexponential signature might have any cardinality, finite or infinite. The polymodal version of Lambek calculus with subexponential was introduced by Kanovich, Kuznetsov, Nigam, and Scedrov [11] . The commutative case of subexponential modalities was considered initially by Nigam and Miller [15] .
Definition 2.
A subexponential signature is an ordered quintuple:
Σ " xI, ĺ, W, C, Ey, where xI, ĺy is a preorder. W, C, E are upwardly closed subsets of I and
The last condition claims that if there are weakening and contraction, then one may also exchange as follows.
Let us introduce the polymodal inference rules for non-commutative subexponentials. One can apply substructural rules only if there is the relevant index on the current modality. Also, the right introduction rule is a sort of the generalised the right -introduction ruleá la the modal logic K4. Modality ! s might be introduced on the right only if its index is less than any other subexponential index from the antecedent. That is, if we have already used stronger modality, then we may apply the weaker one.
Definition 3. Let Σ be a subexponential signature. Noncommutative linear logic with subexponentials SM ALC Σ is Lambek calculus L 1 with additive connections and the following polymodal inference rule.
Let us consider the current proof-theoretical and algorithmic results on Lambek calculus with additives and subexponentials. The first of all, the cut rule is admissible. Generally, this calculus is undecidable, but the fragment without non-local contraction belongs to PSPACE. These results were obtained by Kanovich, Kuznetsov, Nigam, and Scedrov [11] :
3. If C is empty, then the decidability problem of SMALC Σ belongs to PSPACE.
Quantale background
Now we introduce a reader to quantales quite briefly. One may take a look at these books [7] [18] in order to be familiar with quantales and related concepts closely.
Definition 4. Quantale
A quantale is a triple Q " xA, Ž ,¨y, where xA, Ž y is a complete join semilattice and xA,¨y is a semigroup such that for each indexing set J:
A quanlate is called unital, if xA,¨y is a monoid.
Note that any quantale is a complete lattice, so far as any join semilattice is a complete lattice [8] .
There are several examples of quantales:
• Let S be a semigroup (monoid), then xPpSq,¨, Ďy is a free (unital) quantale.
• Let R be a ring and SubpRq be a set of additive subgroups of R. We define A¨B as an additive subgroup generated by finite sums of products ab and order is defined by inclusion.
• Any locale is a quantale with¨"^.
It is easy to see, that any (unital) quantale is a residual (monoid) semigroup. We define divisions as follows:
Residuality property for those divisions holds straightforwardly:
b ď azc ô a¨b ď c ô a ď b{c A quantale homomorphism, subquantales, centre are defined quite naturally:
If Q 1 , Q 2 are unital quantales, then a unital homomorphism is a quantale homomorphism such that f pεq " ε.
Let Q " xA, Ž ,¨y be a quantale. S Ď Q is said to be a subquantale, if S is closed under multiplication and joins.
Definition 7.
Let Q " xA, Ž ,¨y be a quantale. The centre of a quantale is the subquantale ZpQq " ta P A | @b P A, a¨b " b¨au There occurs the following simple statement:
That is, a homomorphic image of subquatale is a subquantale.
Proof.
Obviously.
Let us define the special kinds of elements.
Definition 8. Let Q be a quantale and let a P Q:
1. a is central iff z P ZpQq 2. a is strongly square increasing iff for all b P Q, a¨b ď a¨b¨a and b¨a ď a¨b¨a
The strongly square increasing property is introduced by us in order to have an algebraic counterpart of non-local contraction. The usual form of contraction corresponds to the property that sometimes called square increasing a ď a¨a. It is clear that strongly square increasing property yields the usual form of that semi-idempotence.
Let us formulate the basic properties of those elements.
Lemma 1. Let Q be a unital quantale and a P Q be a strongly square increasing such that a ď ε. Then a P ZpQq, that is, a is central.
Proof. b¨a ď a¨b¨a ď a¨b¨ε ď a¨b ď a¨b¨a ď ε¨b¨a ď b¨a Lemma 2. Let Q be a quantale, the set A " ta P Q | a is strongly square increasingu is a subquantale of Q Proof. One needs to prove A is closed under product and sups.
1. Let J be a indexing set and for all j P J, a i P A, and b P Q, then:
The second inequation b¨Ž jPJ a j ď Ž jPJ a j¨b¨Ž jPJ a j might be proved similarly.
2. Let a 1 , a 2 P A. Let us show that a 1¨a2 P A.
First of all, a 1¨a2¨b " a 1¨p a 2¨b q ď a 1¨p a 2¨b q¨a 1 . By monotonicity, a 1¨a2¨b¨a2 ď a 1¨a2¨b¨a1¨a2 .
On the other hand, a 1¨a2¨b ď a 1¨a2¨b¨a2 . Then, by transitivity, a 1¨a2¨b ď a 1¨a2¨b¨a1¨a2 .
The second inequation b¨pa 1¨a2 q ď pa 1¨a2 q¨b¨pa 1¨a2 q might be proved similarly.
Lemma 3. Let Q be a unital quantale, then the set A " ta P Q | a ď εu
Proof. Straightforwardly.
We introduce the notion of quantic conucleus, an interior (or coclosure) operator on quantale with additional axiom for a product.
Definition 9.
A quantic conucleus on quantale Q is a map I : Q Ñ Q such that 1. Ia ď a;
2. Ia " I 2 a;
3. a ď b ñ Ia ď Ib;
4.
Ia¨Ib " IpIa¨Ibq.
For unital quantale, we require that Iε " ε.
Here and below, I 2 a denotes IpIaq. Note that, one may replace the last condition to Ia¨Ib ď Ipa¨bq. Thus, a quantic conuleus is the special case of lax monoidal monad from a category-theoretic point of view.
An One may extend homomorphism between quantales to homomorphism between quantales with quantic conuclei via the additional condition f pI 1 aq " I 2 pf aq Also, we define a pointwise order on quantic conuclei, that is, I 1 ď I 2 ô @a I 1 a ď I 2 a. Proof. I 1 a 1¨I2 a 2 ď I 1 pI 1 a 1 q¨I 2 pI 2 a 2 q ď IpI 1 a 1 q¨IpI 2 a 2 q ď IpI 1 a 1¨I2 a 2 q
The following lemma allows one to introduce some quantic conulei via subquantales and compare them. 1. Let S Ď Q be a subquantale, then the operation I : Q Ñ Q, such that Ia " Ž tq P S |q ď au, is a quantic conucleus.
2. Let S 1 and S 2 are subquantales such that S 1 Ď S 2 Ď Q. Then I S1 paq ď I S1 paq, where I Si , i " 1, 2 are quantic conucleis defined according to the previous part.
Proof. For the first part, see [18] . The second one is proved immediately.
It is well known that if I is a quantic conucleus on quantale Q, then the set Q I " ta P Q|Ia " au is a subquantale of Q [18] . Let us formulate and prove the following statement.
Lemma 6.
Let I be a quantic conucleus, then for all a P Q, Ia " Ž tq P Q I | q ď au, where Q I " ta P Q | Ia " au.
Proof.
So far as Q I " ta P Q | Ia " au is a subquantale, then I 1 a " Ž tq P Q I | q ď au is a quantic conucleus by lemma 5. Let us show that these operations are equivalent.
From the one hand, Ž tq P Q I | q ď au " Ž tq P Q I | q ď Iau ď Ia, so far as Q I is a subquantale of open elements.
On the other hand, Ia ď a, then Ia P tq P Q I | q ď au, so far as Ia P Q I (by idempotence). Thus, Ia ď Ž tq P Q I | q ď au.
Let us define the special cases of quantic conuclei that would be quite useful for our purpose:
Definition 10.
1.
A quantic conucleus I is called central, if for all a, b P Q, Ia¨b " b¨Ia.
2.
A quantic conucleus is called strongly square-increasing, if for all a, b P Q, Ia¨b ď Ia¨b¨Ia and b¨Ia ď Ia¨b¨Ia.
3.
A quantic conucleus is called unital, if for each a P Q, Ia ď ε.
There are the following properties of those modalities:
Lemma 7.
Let I 1 be a quantic conucleus and I 2 an unital (central, strongly weak increasing) quantic conucleus such that I 1 ď I 2 , then I 1 is an unital (central, strongly weak increasing).
Proof.
1. Let a P Q (here Q is supposed to be a unital). Then I 2 a ď ε, but I 1 ď I 2 , so I 1 a ď I 2 a.
By transitivity, I 1 a ď ε.
2. Let a P Q and I 2 is a central quantic conucleus. Let I 1 be a quantic conucleus and I 1 ď I 2 .
Thus, I 2 a P ZpQq and, obviously, Q I2 Ď ZpQq.
Let us check that I 1 commutes with each other element d P Q
By lemma 6 d¨I 1 a 3. Let I 2 be a strongly square increasing. Then, for all a P Q and b P Q I2 , a¨b ď b¨a¨b and b¨a ď b¨a¨b.
Let c P Q I1 . Similarly to the previous part, c " I 1 c ď I 2 c ď c, then c P Q I2 and I 1 is a strongly square increasing:
So far as q is a fixpoint of I 2 Ž tq¨b¨q | q P Q I1 , q ď au " By quantale axiom " Ž tq¨b | q P Q I1 , q ď au¨Žtq P Q I1 | q ď au " By quantale axiom " Ž tq P Q I1 | q ď au¨b¨Žtq P Q I1 | q ď au " By lemma 6 "
The second inequation might be proved similarly.
The following proposition claims that quantic conuclei might be introduced via subquantales with properties considered above.
Proposition 2.
Let Q be a quantale and S Ď Q a subquantale, then the following operations are open modalities:
Ia " Ž tq P S | q ď a, q ď εu is an unital conucleus 3. Ia " Ž tq P S | q ď a, @b P Q, b¨s _ s¨b ď s¨b¨su is a strongly square increasing quantic conucleus 4. Operations with combinations of conditions above.
Proof. Immediately, so far as central, strongly square increasing, and elements that less or equal to identity form a subquantale by lemma 2 and lemma 3.
As we showed above, any strongly square increasing element that less or equal to identity belongs to the centre. That statement might be formulated in terms of quantic conuclei as follows:
Proposition 3. If I is unital and strongly square increasing, then I is central.
Proof. Follows from lemma 1.
Subexponential interpretation and soundness
We define a subexponential interpretation quite sophisticatedly. Suppose we have a contravariant map from a given subexponential signature to the set of subquantales SubpQq. Here, contravariance denotes that the stronger subexponential index (in sense of preorder) maps to the weaker subquantale. In other words, the stronger modality has a smaller domain in a sense of inclusion. The second one function maps a subquantale to its quantic conucleus according to the previous proposition. We match the index pursuant to its subset. In other words, if s P W , then the result of subexponential interpretation is an unital quantic conucleus, etc.
Definition 11. Interpretation of subexponential signature Let Q be a quantale and Σ " xI, ĺ, W, C, Ey a subexponential signature. Let S : Σ Ñ SubpQq be a contravariant map from this subexponential signature to the set of subquantales of Q Thus, a subexponential interpretation is the map σ : Σ Ñ CN pQq, where CN pQq is the set of quantic conuclei on Q, such that:
if s i P W I i : Q Ñ Q s.t. @a P Q, I i paq " tq P S i | q ď a, s P ZpQqu, if s i P E I i : Q Ñ Q s.t. @a P Q, I i paq " tq P S i | q ď a, @b, b¨q _ q¨b ď q¨b¨su, if s i P E otherwise, if s i belongs to some intersection of subsets, then we combine the relevant conditions
The resulting operators are well-defined quantic conuclei according to proposition 2 and proposition 3.
First of all, let us make sure that any subexponential interpretation is sound w.r.t the set of quantic conuclei CN pQq of the quantale Q. Proof. By construction.
Lemma 8.
Let Σ be a subexponential signature and σ : Σ Ñ CN pQq for a contravariant map S : Σ Ñ SubpQq, then:
1. For all s 1 , s 2 P Σ, if s 1 ĺ s 2 , then σps 2 q ď σps 1 q. In other words, σ is a contravariant functor from Σ to SubpQq.
Let
A " W, C, E, then A is downwardly closed σpAq " tσpsq | s P Au is downwardly closed.
3. If s P W X C, then σpsq is a central quantic conucleus.
Proof.
1. Let s 1 , s 2 P Σ and s 1 ď s 2 . Then Sps 2 q Ď Sps 1 q. So, @a P Q, Ž ts P Sps 2 q | s ď au ď Ž ts P Sps 1 q | s ď au by lemma 5. Thus, σps 2 q ď σps 1 q.
2. Let σpsq P σpAq and σps 1 q ď σpsq, then σpsq is an unital (central or square increasing) by proposition 4. By lemma 7, σps 1 q is an unital (central or square increasing) too. Thus, s 1 P A and σps 1 q P σpAq.
3. Let s P W X C and a P Q, then σpsqpaq. Thus, by proposition 3, σpsqpaq P ZpQq.
An interpretation and an entailment relation are defined standardly via valuation map and subexponential interpretation.
Definition 12. Let Q be an unital quantale, f : T p Ñ Q a valuation and σ : Σ Ñ CN pQq a subexponential interpretation, then interpretation is defined inductively:
rrp i ss " f pp i q rr1ss " e rrA ‚ Bss " rrAss¨rrBss rrAzBss " rrAsszrrBss rrA{Bss " rrAss{rrBss rrA&Bss " rrAss^rrBss rrA _ Bss " rrAss _ rrBss rr! si Ass " σps i qrrAss Definition 13. Γ |ù A ô @f, @σ, rrΓss ď rrAss Theorem 2.
Let Σ be a subexponential signature, then SM ALC Σ $ Γ Ñ A ñ rrΓss ď rrAss.
Proof.
Let σ be a subexponential interpretation. By lemma 8, σ is well-defined. Let us consider the modal cases.
1. Let ! s1 A 1 , . . . , ! sn A n Ñ A and @i, s ĺ s i . Then @a P Q, σps i qpaq ď σpsqpaq by lemma 8.
By IH, σps 1 qrrA 1 ss¨¨¨¨¨σps n qrrA n ss ď rrAss. Thus, σpsqpσps 1 qrrA 1 ss¨¨¨¨¨σps n qrrA n ssq ď σpsqprrAssq. By lemma 4, σps 1 qrrA 1 ss¨¨¨¨¨σps n qrrA n ss ď σpsqpσps 1 qrrA 1 ss¨¨¨¨¨σps n qrrA n ssq. So, σps 1 qrrA 1 ss¨¨¨¨¨σps n qrrA n ss ď σpsqprrAssq. 
Let

Completeness
Now we prove completeness a la MacNeille completetion. For Lambek calculus with additives, the completeness was proved similarly by Brown and Gurr [4] . As a matter of fact, we generalise this technique for the polymodal case.
Definition 14.
Let F Ď F m, an ideal is a subset I Ď F , such that:
• If B P I and A Ñ B, then A P I
• If A, B P I, then A _ B P I
Proof.
We are piggybacking on the construction provided by Brown and Gurr [3] . This quantale is 4-tupleQ " xR, Ď,˝, Ž y defined as follows, where R " tâ | a P Qu and a " txb, cy | b ď a¨cu. One may prove that:
If Q is an unital quantale, then we express the neutral element asε " txb, cy | b¨ε ď cu " txb, cy | b ď cu.
Also, one may prove thatâ Ďb iff a ď b. The representation theorem for quantales for quantic conuclei follows immediately from the lemma above. Proof. Let I be a quantic conucleus. By Lemma, Ia " Ž tq P Q I | q ď au. One need to apply the previous statement with conucleus I 1 a " Ž tq P Q I | q ď au.
This representation theorem might be extended categorically. Let ConQuant be a category of (unital) quantales with quantic conuclei with homomorphisms between them.
RConQuant is a category of relational quantales with conuclei operators. It is clear that any relational quantale is a (unital) quantale. Thus, ConRQuant is a subcategory of ConUQuant.
Let us show that ConUQuant is equivalent to ConRQuant.
Theorem 5. There exists a functor F : ConQuant Ñ ConRQuant
Proof. Let us define the following map:
• F : Q " xQ,¨, Ž , Iy Þ ÑQ " xR, Ž ,˝,Îy, where R " tâ | a P Qu, Q P ObpConUQuantq, andâ is defined according to the construction provided in the proof of representation theorem • Let f P M orpConUQuantq, that is, f : xQ 1 ,¨, Ž , I 1 y Ñ xQ 2 ,¨, Ž , I 2 y, then F : f Þ Ñ θpf q, wheref pâq " z f paq.
It is enough to check that Fpf qpÎpâqq "ÎpFpf qpaqq:
Fpf qpÎpâqq "f pÎpâqq "f p x Iaq " { f pIaq "Îp z f paqq "ÎpFpf qpaqq
Finally, we formulate the theorem which claims that SM ALC Σ is complete w.r.t relational quantales with quantic conuclei. Theorem 6. SM ALC Σ $ Γ Ñ A iff Γ |ù QR A for some relational quantale Q R with a family of quantic conuclei.
Proof. Follows from soundness, completeness, and representation theorems.
Thus, we proved that Lambek calculus is sound and complete with respect to quantales with quantic conuclei defined via subquantales. Also, we showed that any quantale with quantic conuclei is isomorphic to relational quantale with coclosure operators on its underlying set. The representation theorem allows us to claim that SM ALC Σ is also relationally complete.
